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Boiling is a vigorous phase change phenomenon from liquid to vapor and large amount of heat transfer is accompanied due to the latent heat of vaporization. Therefore, boiling is widely utilized in industrial fields such as power plant, desalination plant, material processing, refrigeration, and electric device cooling.[1–9] In particular, the effective cooling in an integrated heat exchange system is required to consider fast heat removal, high heat transfer efficiency, and low thermal stress.[4] Meanwhile, the boiling behavior is dependent on surface conditions. It was reported that surface structure affects boiling heat transfer by changing nucleation behavior and bubble dynamics.[10–14] For example, porous surface acted as vapor cavities induced vigorous bubble generation and enhanced heat transfer performance during boiling.[12,13] In addition, surface chemistry also has an influence on boiling performance, as the different wettability on hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces drastically caused the change of bubble motion.[15,16] Moreover, it was feasible that control of both surface chemistry and geometry further enhanced the boiling heat transfer by inducing early bubble nucleation at lower temperature and providing liquid path through surface structures, leading to increase the bubble generation rate.[11] An advanced surface modification technique allowed to demonstrate the synergistic effect.[11,17]

In practical, the boiling heat transfer application requires resistant materials at diverse harsh conditions, including high temperature durability. Therefore, silicon and metals have been mostly employed.[10,11,18–21] However, these materials need complicated fabrication with high cost for surface modification.[10,11,17] It is desirable to facilitate manufacturing the surface textures with excellent cooling performance by adopting new material with superior processability in terms of cost, formability, and durability.[22,23]

Si-based preceramic resin has been known for precursors of nonoxide ceramics such as SiC and Si3N4 under high temperature pyrolysis.[24,25] Recently, mild conversion process to oxide ceramics such as SiO2 and SiCxOy phase was reported by room temperature hydrolysis of the consolidated preceramic polymers.[26] Therefore, it is appeared that a viscous allylhybridopolycarbosilane (AHPCS) polymer as a precursor of hydrophilic silicate glass is suitable for heat transfer applications since the heat and solvent resistance could be attained by step-wise crosslinking consolidation and hydrolysis steps.[25,26] In addition, the AHPCS precursor is readily compatible with various micro-molding and printing techniques to fabricate the 2D and 3D ceramic microstructural features on various substrates.[24,27,28]

Herein, we develop the fabrication method of oxide ceramic like micropillar structures by inorganic polymer-based soft lithography and subsequent hydrolysis step to demonstrate efficient performance of boiling heat transfer surface. First, versatile AHPCS derived micropillar structures were fabricated by micromolding techniques. Their surface chemistry was controlled to design the wetting characteristics with hydrophilic, hydrophobic, or Janus wetting (having both hydrophilic and hydrophobic) surfaces in a selective manner. Moreover, the 3D macroporous network was additionally embedded into the ceramic like micropillar structures by packing sacrificial polystyrene (PS) bead templates (see Scheme 1). Pool boiling experiments were conducted with flat and microstructured surfaces to determine comparatively the heat transfer efficiency. Eventually, this work demonstrates that the designed surfaces in geometry and chemistry greatly improved the cooling efficiency beyond the material limitation. It is very likely to have potential that this inorganic polymer-based soft lithography technique enables to employ versatile cooling patterns on the surface of electronic components in a cost- and labor-saving manner compared to the silicon and metal based techniques.

Liquid type of AHPCS precursor easily formed versatile micropillar structures from soft lithography technique. Scheme 1 describes fabrication processes of various AHPCS micropillar structures on flat silicon substrates using a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold. The PDMS stamp is readily demolded from the solidified AHPCS patterns after curing step to prepare well-defined micropillar structures with 55 μm cylindrical diameter, 25 μm height, and 25 μm pitch distance (Figure 1a–c).
In our previous report, the preceramic AHPCS polymer was converted to hydrophilic silicate phase with SiCxOy chemical composition by hydrolytic phase conversion chemistry under basic condition at 70 °C,[26] as verified by the attenuated total reflectance (ATR) analysis (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The ATR spectrum showed that the Si–H peak (2150 cm$^{-1}$) was significantly decreased by hydrolyzing into Si–OH groups, while the Si–O–Si peak (1100 cm$^{-1}$) was newly appeared by forming from condensation between Si–OH groups. Note that this low temperature conversion to silicate oxide ceramic like phase did not cause any surface defects and cracks with nearly no shrinkage due to minimized molecular rearrangement, unlike high temperature pyrolytic conversion to SiC-based ceramics.[29] Moreover the long exposure to boiling water for 12 h did not form surface defect without property change, indicating sufficient thermal durability as expected (Figure S5, Supporting Information). The apparent contact angle of AHPCS derived flat surfaces changed from 94° of the polymeric phase to 54° after

**Scheme 1.** Schematic illustration of the fabrication of AHPCS derived ceramic like micropillar structures with modified surface wettability as pillar and hydrophilic, pillar hydrophobic, pillar and Janus wetting, and 3D-porous and hydrophilic.

**Figure 1.** AHPCS derived micropillar (55 μm diameter, 25 μm height, and 25 μm pitch) structured surface. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of top view for a) large area of oxide ceramic like pattern (scale bar: 500 μm); b,c) nonporous and porous oxide ceramic like structure (scale bar: 15 μm); apparent contact angles of various ceramic like surfaces: d) flat and nonhydrolyzed, e) flat and hydrophilic, f) pillar and hydrophilic, g) 3D-porous and hydrophilic, (h) pillar and hydrophobic, and (i) pillar and Janus wetting.
hydrolysis (Figure 1d,e). In addition microstructures increased surface roughness and therefore further hydrophilic behaviors were observed (Figure 1f,g). The hydrolyzed AHPCS surface has Si—OH surface groups that are useful for further chemical modification by simple fluorination posttreatment via chemical vapor deposition of trichloro-(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)-silane compound, as well documented,[30] resulting in hydrophobic surface with apparent contact angle 148° (Figure 1h).

Furthermore, the surface of micropillar cylinder was also modified to become a pillar and Janus wetting pattern with hydrophobic head and hydrophilic body, as described at Scheme S1 in the Supporting Information. Initially, the head of the hydrolyzed pillar structures was pressed with a flexible PDMS slab to protect from a contact of molten wax that was penetrated into the vacancy among the pillars by capillary effect and became solid on cooling. Then the exposed head by removal of the PDMS slab was selectively fluorinated, and the veiled bottom part of the hydrolyzed pillar reexposed the original hydrophilic surface when completely washed the wax out with toluene solution at 70 °C (Figure S6, Supporting Information). The pillar and Janus wetting surface retained hydrophobicity with 145° of apparent contact angle (Figure 1i) that is similar to 148° of the entirely fluorinated pillar structured surface.[31,32] However, the droplet impingement test showed quite different adhesion behavior (Figure S1, Supporting Information). The pillar and Janus wetting surface suspended the water droplet upon impinging, while the entirely fluorinated surface bounced and rolled the droplet with no pinning effect.[33] It indicates that the wetting dynamics of the chemically and geometrically modified surfaces is different from the only chemically modified surface, as consistent with the report.[11]

In addition, the oxide ceramic like micropillar structure embedded with 3D macroporosity was fabricated by using PS polymer beads (1.5 μm diameter) as sacrificial templates (Scheme S2, Supporting Information).[27,34,35] The PS beads in the suspension were induced to fill the microcavity of PDMS mold due to the capillary force. After solvent evaporation, the PDMS mold with close-packed PS beads was gently placed on the spin-coated film of viscous AHPCS precursor that was readily infiltrated into the voids among the PS beads within few seconds. Subsequently, the AHPCS–PS beads composite micropillar structures were fabricated by peeling off the PDMS mold after solidifying the double bonds of the former AHPCS under UV radiation for 15 min. Eventually, the 3D-porous silicate pillar structure was successfully formed by a serial process of postcuring at 120 °C for 2 h, sacrificial step of the PS beads with toluene and hydrolysis step (Figure 1c and Figure S7 in the Supporting Information). Note that the contacted PS beads in the close-packed array rendered the open macroporous network structure with interconnected windows (Figure S7c–f, Supporting Information).

Now the fabricated three different micropillar silicate surfaces are ready for pool boiling experiments to determine the heat transfer performance. The samples were installed at the bottom of the test pool and heated by the electric joule heating method, as conducted in the previous work (Figures S2 and S3, Supporting Information).[11] As shown in Figure 2, when heat flux at 100 kW m⁻² was identically applied to every surface, the bubble dynamics and the temperature distribution were monitored by a high speed camera and an IR thermometry, respectively.

Heat transfer in boiling situation is strongly dependent on bubble dynamics. According to a classical heat flux portioning model, heat transfer can be divided with three mechanisms: evaporation, quenching, and convection.[36] Gerardi et al. and Kim et al. compared the effect of each mechanism and verified that evaporation and quenching take most of heat transfer in boiling.[37,38] Correlations for evaporation and quenching heat

![Figure 2](https://www.MaterialsViews.com/advancedinterfaces/de/1600507/figure2.png)

**Figure 2.** Comparative boiling characteristics of a) flat Si wafer and various AHPCS-derived silicate surfaces with different surface geometry and chemistry under heat flux of 100 kW m⁻². b) Bubble generation behavior (nucleation site and bubble diameter) captured by high speed camera. c) Temperature distribution and contour (1 °C difference/line) measured by high speed IR thermometry, color bar at the right side. d) 3D temperature distribution and statistical data (average temperature, standard deviation) for comparative cooling performances.
flux are below, and number of nucleation site (\(N_f\)), bubble departure diameter (\(D_b\)), and frequency (\(f_b\)) are most important parameters. They used quenching model of Han and Griffith[30]

\[
q''_w = \frac{\pi}{6A} \rho_b h_{\text{fg}} \sum_{n=1}^{N_f} \left( f_{n} D_{b,n} \right) 
\]

\[
q''_w = \frac{2\pi k (T_w - T_{\text{sat}})}{A \sqrt{\pi \alpha_l}} \sum_{n=1}^{N_f} \left( D_{b,n} \left( \sqrt{t_{w,n}} f_{b,n} \right) \right) 
\]

where \(q''_w\) is the evaporative heat flux, \(q''_w\) is the quenching heat flux, \(A\) is the heating area, \(\rho_b\) is the density of vapor, \(h_{\text{fg}}\) is the enthalpy change from liquid to vapor, \(N_f\) is the total number of nucleation sites, \(f_b\) is the bubble frequency, \(k\) is the thermal conductivity of liquid, \(T_w\) is the wall temperature, \(T_{\text{sat}}\) is the saturation temperature, \(\alpha_l\) is the thermal diffusivity of liquid, and \(t_{w,n}\) is the waiting time (time between bubble departure and next bubble generation).

From high speed visualization images shown in Figure 2b and Movie S1 in the Supporting Information, the heat transfer behaviors (nucleation site density, growth time, waiting time, frequency, and departure diameter) of various surfaces were investigated (Figure 3). The flat and hydrophilic surface had fewer nucleation sites (1.74 cm\(^2\)) and lower bubble generation frequency (4.8 Hz) than the flat silicon surface (2.08 cm\(^2\) and 19.0 Hz). Therefore, the heat transfer performance in AHPCS itself could be estimated as lower than Si although it has slightly larger bubble departure diameter (flat and hydrophilic: 4.54 mm/flat Si: 3.52 mm). As a result, at the same heat flux condition. The flat and hydrophilic surface represented the highest surface temperature (123.1 °C). However, although fabricated with the same material, the micropillar oxide ceramic like surfaces showed lower surface temperatures: 120.6 °C for the pillar and hydrophilic, 114.6 °C for the pillar and Janus wetting and 115.1 °C for the 3D-porous and hydrophilic surface. On these surfaces, much more nucleation sites were activated as can be seen from the nucleation site density and frequency results in Figure 3a,b (pillar and hydrophilic: 6.25 cm\(^2\) and 25.1 Hz, pillar and Janus wetting: 55.56 cm\(^2\) and 20.4 Hz, and 3D-porous and hydrophilic: 45.83 cm\(^2\) and 128.2 Hz). Although departure diameters of microstructured surfaces represented smaller values than the flat and hydrophilic surface, the effect of diameter was overcome due to extremely increased nucleation site densities and frequencies.

Moreover, vigorous nucleation can also guarantee even temperature distribution through the surface. Heat transfer mainly occurs near the nucleation sites, and therefore uniformly existing nucleation sites on pillar and Janus wetting and 3D-porous and hydrophilic surfaces brought more cooling sites and prevented local temperature increment. As a result, little spatial temperature gradient with smaller number of contour and small standard deviation for temperature distribution were observed on those surfaces (Figure 2c,d and Movie S2 in the Supporting Information). Little temperature gradient derived by the uniform cooling effect has advantages for practical applications to reduce thermal stress and performance deterioration of electrical devices.[41]

To understand the cooling performances in detail, heat transfer coefficients (HTCs) and bubble nucleation temperatures were comparatively determined (Figure 4). The HTC is defined as the ratio between the applied heat flux and the increased surface temperature, which is strongly related with cooling efficiency on boiling. In general, higher HTC is substituted with lower temperature increment at a same heat flux condition. The flat and hydrophilic surface had lower HTC (4.26 kW m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-1}\)) than the flat Si wafer case (5.57 kW m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-1}\)), while pillar and Janus wetting (6.81 kW m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-1}\)) and 3D-porous and hydrophilic (6.57 kW m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-1}\)) surfaces showed ≈20% superior HTC even compared to the flat Si surface.

HTC results were affected by surface structures and wetting conditions and the results can be explained by introducing the concept of bubble nucleation temperature (Figure 4b). Bubble
nucleation temperature, i.e., temperature at onset of nucleate boiling, is defined as lowest surface temperature which can induce bubble generation, and is measured by gradually reducing surface temperature until all bubbles vanish. Lower nucleation temperature induces more nucleation sites at the same temperature condition, which is strongly related with the bubble generation rate and heat transfer efficiency. All modified surfaces had lower bubble nucleation temperature than flat and hydrophilic one (114.8 °C). Reduced nucleation temperature on microstructures was also reported by other researchers because they act as micron scale cavities on a boiling surface.[40] Compared with pillar and hydrophilic surface, pillar and Janus wetting and 3D-porous and hydrophilic surfaces have hydrophobic patterns and additional macropores, respectively, which could induce much earlier bubble generation.[16,41] Hydrophobic patterns reduce required energy for nucleation and macropores can activate nucleation as seed for nucleation, and both are related with strong affinity for bubbling initiation. Therefore, nucleation temperatures on pillar and Janus wetting (104.6 °C) and 3D-porous and hydrophilic (105.5 °C) structures further decreased than that of pillar and hydrophilic structure (107.3 °C). The early bubble generation resulted in more bubbles at the same heat flux condition, and in turn higher cooling capability with higher HTC could be obtained. This result verifies that the modified AHPCS surface in geometry and chemistry greatly improved the cooling efficiency beyond intrinsic limitation in heat transfer of the material. Therefore, the facile fabrication feasibility of the AHPCS resin may enable to readily devise versatile cooling surface patterns on the electronic components.

Versatile silicate glass surfaces with different geometry (nonporous and 3D-porous micropillars) and the controlled chemistry (hydrophilic, hydrophobic, and Janus wettability) were fabricated to enhance the boiling process by employing advanced, economic inorganic polymer-based soft lithography with universal modification techniques. Eventually, five types of surfaces (flat Si, AHPCS-derived glass: flat and hydrophilic, pillar and hydrophilic, pillar and Janus wetting, 3D-porous and hydrophilic) were analyzed by SEM, contact angle, and droplet impingement test, and their bubble dynamics and the temperature distribution were comparatively investigated by a high speed camera and an IR thermometry. The pillar and Janus wetting and 3D-porous and hydrophilic surfaces showed superior heat transfer efficiency and uniform temperature distribution, compared to the other surfaces, including flat Si wafer. Both selective hydrophobic patterns and macroporous structure induced vigorous bubble generation via facile nucleation at increased active sites. This work verified the feasibility of shape-controlled surfaces for better boiling performance. Finally, it is highly potential to manufacture the durable ceramic like surface textures with excellent cooling efficiency by adopting preceramic resin with superior processability in terms of cost, formability, and durability to metal and silicon based applications.

**Experimental Section**

Experimental materials and methods as well as additional results are part of the Supporting Information.
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